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Welcome

Your pool is an oasis…
don’t settle for anything
less than extraordinary!
Owning a pool can be life changing; a slice of paradise in your own backyard, which is why it pays to
take the time to find the absolute best pool for you, your family, and your budget.
For most of us, the idea of owning a pool looks like fun in the sun, great times with family and friends, and a
place to relax and enjoy ourselves at home. We’ve spent the last four decades perfecting how to give pool
owners the lifestyle they always dreamed of.

Leading the pool industry with intelligent
innovation
Our mission has remained the same since the day we opened our doors: to build a family pool that
people would love to own.

☑ Our exclusive Vantage cleaning and circulation system takes all of the hard work away from looking
after your pool.

☑ Our unique colour technology offers you a pool with unmatched visual impact.
☑ Our world-renowned ceramic composite technology offers unrivalled pool strength and durability.
☑ Our customisable pool shells mean you can add your personal design touch.
☑ Our reliable and transferable warranties remove the risk and add on sale value to your investment.
☑ Our highly awarded, well-trained, and strongly supported dealer network gives the peace of mind
of a thorough and professional installation.

We know that buying a pool is a significant investment
in your family, your lifestyle, and your home. As a
family owned and operated business, we take that
seriously. From our family to yours, we wish you
many happy days in your new backyard oasis.
Ian and Kerri Mewett

Celebrating over forty years in business
and over 40,000 transformed backyards
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What to consider...

4 important things to consider when
choosing the right pool for you
What do you want your pool
to ADD to your lifestyle?

What will be important to you in
the long run?

We all buy pools for different reasons; for some it’s

Buying a pool can be an exciting experience with all kinds of fun

the idea of spending more time together as a family, for

decisions to make. In the beginning, aspects like shape, size, colour,

others it’s about creating a relaxing and enjoyable space

and landscape design are of huge importance. It pays to think about

at home; or maybe for fitness and health. Whatever your

what will affect your enjoyment of your pool in two, five or even ten

motivation, our experts can help ensure you spend more

years from now. Here’s a few questions to ask yourself along the

time enjoying your investment and less time looking after it.

way about each of the options you are considering:

Ongoing costs and effort
Owning and maintaining your pool doesn’t have to be a big
effort or a costly exercise. Most modern fibreglass pools
require very little long-term maintenance to keep them

•

How easy will it be to look after?

•

Will it still look good in the years to come?

•

Will it be cost effective to run?

•

Will I have support if something goes wrong?

•

Will it appeal to the next people who own my house?

looking sharp over the years.
By planning carefully at the start, you can make daily life
as a pool owner easier too. With smart choices you can
significantly reduce electricity consumption and chemical
usage. The Vantage circulation and cleaning system (which
is exclusive to Compass Pools), takes things a step further
by removing the need for manual cleaning or any additional
cleaning equipment. Make sure you seek advice on the best
way to configure your pool so that it’s simple to look after.

Added value to your home
If you are planning on selling your house in the future, make sure you
think about how your new pool will impact on that sale when the time
comes. Here’s 4 ways you can ensure your pool appeals to your
future buyers:
•

Make sure it is easy to look after. The less work required, the
more people will enjoy it.

•

Keep running costs low!

•

Give them peace of mind – transferable warranties add value!

•

Keep it looking great. Choose a pool that is guaranteed to
keep it’s good looks well into the future.
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How much does
a pool cost?
The cost of a pool project can vary widely from one project to the next.
The best way to understand what your pool is likely to cost, is to book
a professional pool consultation with an authorised independent
Compass Pool’s dealer. Compass Pool consultants are trained to help
find the best solution for you, your backyard and your budget.
With that said, most pool installations range between $25,000
and $50,000 plus.
A typical Compass pool installation includes:
•

Your pool shell backed by our extensive triple warranties

•

Pumps, filters, and sanitisation equipment

•

Excavation and placement

•

Professional installation that exceeds Australian standards
(including an engineered concrete bond beam and backfill)

What other things should you plan for?
•

Building consents or approvals

•

Fencing, paving and landscaping

•

Electrical fit-outs

What factors have the most impact on the overall cost of a
pool project?
•

Site access and conditions

•

Pool size and location

•

Fencing and landscaping

•

Equipment preferences and upgrades
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Self-cleaning

Imagine a pool
that saves money,
uses less chemicals
and cleans itself!
Most people who buy a pool start with dreams of relaxing and enjoying time with
family and friends. What they don’t picture is the hard work which is typically needed
to look after that pool – all the manual cleaning, the heavy lifting of robot or suction
cleaners, and the ongoing task to keep your water balanced, healthy and safe to
swim in.
Our Vantage operating system is a unique water circulation cleaning system designed
to reduce chemical usage, eliminate cold spots and keep your pool clean of debris,
without the need for regular hand vacuuming or any other cleaning equipment. Owning
a Compass Pool with the optional Vantage system can set you free to enjoy your pool
as you should!
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How our pools
clean themselves
A series of strategically
located, unobtrusive nozzles
are flush-mounted in your
pool floor.
In a carefully orchestrated,
automatically regulated and
completely silent sequence,
each rotating nozzle pops up
in turn.
Throughout the sequence,
powerful streams of freshly
filtered water push dirt and
debris into the Vantage
collection zone.
A fixed nozzle then pushes
the dirt and debris into
the main drain, where it is
collected in the optional
debris canister.
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Vantage... Our secret weapon
The Problem with
Traditional Pools

The solution is the vantage
in-floor operating system

The problem with the traditional ‘eyeball and skimmer’ system

The Vantage in-floor system is a revolutionary way to operate

which is still common in new pools, is that it mainly circulates

your pool. In-floor nozzles push water around your pool in a

water across the top of your pool into a skimmer.

circular fashion to ensure that all water is constantly moving,

This skimmer then feeds the water through a filter and into a pump

while at the same time keeping your pool spotlessly clean.

which pushes it back into the top of your pool through fittings

We’ve all dipped our toes into a pool and thought it was warm only

known as eyeball returns. Sure it meets the standards because it

to dive in and feel the cold water beneath the surface. Vantage

circulates the volume of the pool in about 8 hours, but does it really

takes the warmer water at the top and circulates it to the bottom

circulate the whole pool, or just the top third over and over again?

ensuring an even temperature throughout. This process also

The key to healthy water is achieving optimal circulation, the more
your pool water is moving the harder it becomes for algae and
bacteria to thrive.
If the water in the depths of your pool remains under-circulated,
it becomes prone to algae blooms, which make your pool much
harder to look after.

Vantage

A self-cleaning pool with superior circulation

ensures bacteria-killing pool chemicals are properly mixed into
every area of the pool.
All of the layers of the pool water are penetrated, eliminating ‘dead
spots’ where algae and bacteria grow. With Vantage, you make
dramatic savings on chemical usage while enjoying a cleaner,
healthier pool.
Arguably the best benefit of the Vantage system is that the pool
cleans itself. All you have to do is empty your leaf baskets – no
separate cleaning equipment required!
Enjoy owning a pool without any hard work!
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Benefits

Benefits of our exclusive
vantage self-cleaning and
circulation system
•

No hard work - the pool cleans itself

•

No need for heavy robot cleaners

•

Reduce chemical usage

•

Boosts circulation to discourage algae growth

•

Clean, healthy, and safe water

•

Ensures even water temperature
throughout your pool

•

Always ready to swim in

•

Attractive to future buyers

•

Save money on pool cleaning services
More than 20,000 Compass pools
customers worldwide now enjoy our
exclusive system.

Without Vantage

With Vantage

Heat and chemicals concentrate near the surface and are
dissipated by the wind and by sun ‘burn-off’.

Water is cycling constantly throughout the pool,
thoroughly mixing pool chemicals. This significantly
reduces the need for chemicals.

SKIMMER BOX

EYEBALL RETURN

Traditional systems mainly circulate water across the top of the
pool, with the deeper water left under-circulated.
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SKIMMER BOX

IN-FLOOR HEADS

MAIN DRAIN

The Vantage system, unlike traditional systems, circulates
water from the main drain and skimmer box, returning
to the pool through the in-floor nozzles. All water is kept
properly circulated, eliminating cold spots and algae.
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The look and feel
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How compass can offer
you a better looking pool
ALL Compass pools are hand-made
using large reflective chips
One of the reasons all Compass pools look

Our technicians have developed a unique

so fantastic is our use of large reflective chips.

range of colour chips which are hand-

While it is common for pool manufacturers

made by Compass and exclusively used

to use glitter and small coloured particles

on Compass pools. By adding these large

when applying their gelcoat finish, we have

reflective chips into the colour mix, you are

adapted our technology so that large chips

left with a more dynamic looking pool that is

can be applied.

enhanced by sunlight and water.

Bi-luminite™ Ceramic Range
A multi-layer colour system combined with
large reflective chips creates a 3D effect
for water colours of unmatched depth
and luminosity. Create a powerful and
impressive statement of style and colour.
VERCOE

BEACH

Our exclusive Bi-luminiteTM
layering process creates
a 3D effect which enhances
your pool water colour.
The surface of a Compass Bi-luminite pool can only be described
as brilliantly luminous. The technology behind this three-

ATLANTIC

PEARL

dimensional lustre is another example of the scientific approach
Compass takes to every aspect of pool construction.
Before Compass developed Bi-luminite, most fibreglass pools

SAPPHIRE

VIRIDIAN

came in plain colour finishes. Some had flecks, others tried to
look like marble. Compass revolutionised the look of composite
pools by inserting large reflective chips into the resin and using

LIMITED EDITION
To celebrate our partnership with
the McGrath Foundation we have
added a touch of pink to one of
our most popular colours.

QUARTZ

EVOLUTION

PINK QUARTZ

PACIFIC

All Compass Bi-luminiteTM pools come with a true lifetime
structural warranty, and extended 10 year, interior surface
warranty, and a lifetime Hydrostatic damage warranty.

VIVID Ceramic Range
A unique combination of pigmented gelcoat,
glitter and Compass’ exclusive large
reflective chips, the Vivid range creates a
contemporary granite-effect finish.
ARCTIC MARINE

ICE BLUE

two colour layers, not just one.

Large colour
chips

2 colour
layers

Suspended
reflectors

Extra giltter
Bi-luminite™

Bi-luminite™ pools are manufactured
with armourshieldTM for maximum
protection.
ArmourShield means maximum protection for your Compass
pool shell against the potentially damaging effects of long-term
immersion in water. With an additional layer of vinyl ester resin in
all Bi-luminite ceramic pools, your pool surface will maintain its
stunning good looks for longer. ArmourShield is standard in all
Bi-luminite ceramic pools. Only a Compass Bi-luminite ceramic
pool gives you the full benefits of our technology, including
a lifetime structural warranty and a 10 year comprehensive
cosmetic warranty.*

GREY MARBLE

ROYAL BLUE

Colour samples are a guide only. These colours are a digital
representation and final colour may vary depending on the
pool surrounds and the unique manufacturing process.

* Terms and conditions apply. Vivid ceramic pools have different warranty terms.
Refer to the Compass Pools Australia manufacturer’s warranty.
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X- Trainer
All dimensions are external for transport and access purposes. For nominal measurements, refer to engineering drawings.

11.8

8.2 SL
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10.2

7.2

9.4

7.15 SL

8.2

5.8

5.8 SL

MODEL

EXTERNAL
LENGTH

EXTERNAL
WIDTH

DEPTH

11.8

11.8m

4.2m

1.09m - 1.93m

10.2

10.2m

4.2m

1.09m - 1.93m

9.4

9.4m

4.2m

1.07m - 1.85m

8.2

8.2m

4.2m

1.09m - 1.75m

8.2 Slim

8.2m

3.0m

1.09m - 1.75m

7.2

7.2m

3.7m

1.09m - 1.68m

7.15 Slim

7.15m

3.0m

1.09m - 1.68m

5.8

5.8m

3.0m

1.11m - 1.52m

5.8 Slim

5.8m

2.7m

1.11m - 1.52m

Vogue
Minor variations to length and width may occur with specific installation.

10.2

8.2N

9.4

7.15

8.2

7.15 SL

MODEL

EXTERNAL
LENGTH

EXTERNAL
WIDTH

10.2

10.2m

4.2m

1.09m - 1.93m

9.4

9.4m

4.2m

1.09m - 1.86m
1.09m - 1.75m

DEPTH

8.2

8.2m

4.2m

8.2 Narrow

8.2m

3.45m

1.09m - 1.75m

7.15

7.15m

3.6m

1.09m - 1.68m

7.15 Slim

7.15m

3.0m

1.09m - 1.68m
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Fastlane
All dimensions are external for transport and access purposes. For nominal measurements, refer to engineering drawings.

Custom length

12.3

10.3

MODEL

EXTERNAL
LENGTH

EXTERNAL
WIDTH

DEPTH

12.3

12.3m

2.78m

1.46m

10.3

10.3m

2.78m

1.46m

Custom length

up to 30m

2.78m

1.46m

Optional
external steps

3.2m

1.2m

Custom lengths available (modular design) up to 22m (2 sections) or
up to 30m (3 sections). Optional external steps are available in varying
positions on 12.3 and custom length models only.
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Contemporary
Minor variations to length and width may occur with specific installation.

10.9

9.5

Custom length

8.3

MODEL
10.9
9.5
8.3
Custom length

EXTERNAL
LENGTH
10.9m
9.5m
8.3m
up to 20m

EXTERNAL
WIDTH
4.28m
4.28m
4.28m
4.15m

DEPTH
1.28m - 1.76m
1.28m - 1.71m
1.28m - 1.65m
1.23m - 1.61m

The Contemporary is shallow at each end and deep in the middle.
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Plunge
All dimensions are external for transport and access purposes. For nominal measurements, refer to engineering drawings.

6.2 Plunge

4.5 Courtyard
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5.0 Plunge

6.3 Relax

3.8 Plunge

5.2 Relax

2.8 Plunge

4.0 Relax

EXTERNAL
LENGTH

EXTERNAL
WIDTH

6.2 Plunge

6.2m

3.4m

1.42m - 1.7m

5.0 Plunge

5.0m

3.4m

1.42m - 1.65m
1.2m

MODEL

DEPTH

3.8 Plunge

3.8m

2.13m

2.8 Plunge

2.8m

2.13m

1.2m

4.5 Courtyard

4.5m

3.4m

1.27m - 1.5m

6.3 Relax

6.3m

2.33m

1.36m

5.2 Relax

5.2m

2.3m

1.36m

4.0 Relax

4.0m

2.3m

1.36m

Spas/Wader
Minor variations to length and width may occur with specific installation.

X-Trainer

Calypso

3.1 Wader

MODEL

EXTERNAL
LENGTH

EXTERNAL
WIDTH

X-Trainer Spa

2.8m

1.8m

1.1m

Calypso Spa

2.7m

2.4m

91cm

3.1 Wader

3.1m

1.96m

30cm

DEPTH
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Sanctuary
All dimensions are external for transport and access purposes. For nominal measurements, refer to engineering drawings.

9.4

7.0

8.2

6.0

8.2 Narrow

6.0 Narrow

4.8

MODEL

EXTERNAL
LENGTH

EXTERNAL
WIDTH

9.4

9.4m

4.2m

1.18m - 1.97m

8.2

8.2m

4.2m

1.18m - 1.85m

8.2 Narrow

8.2m

3.4m

1.18m - 1.85m

7.0

7.0m

4.2m

1.18m - 1.74m

6.0

6.0m

4.2m

1.18m - 1.65m

6.0 Narrow

6.0m

3.4m

1.18m - 1.65m

4.8

4.8m

3.4m

1.18m - 1.54m

Bench width on all models 450mm.
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DEPTH

Every compass pool helps fund
a McGrath Breast Care Nurse
In 2017 we made the decision to partner with the McGrath Foundation as a way of giving back to the communities that have supported
our business for over 40 years. Almost all of us have a mother, sister, aunty, partner, or friend that has been affected by breast cancer.
As a family business we wanted to make a difference for a charity that focuses on helping families when they need it the most. The McGrath
Foundation raises money to place specialist McGrath Breast Care Nurses wherever they are needed across Australia. Their support is
available for free, no matter whether you’re in the private or public health system. Every single Compass pool installed in Australia helps to
fund this all too important service. From the bottom of our hearts, we’d like to thank every single family who have chosen a Compass Pool –
by entrusting us to transform your backyard, you are also helping your community.

We’ve donated over $570,000 to the McGrath foundation to date.
Meet Samantha Burns: The McGrath Breast Care Nurse funded by Compass Pools
When it comes to navigating your way through breast cancer, there is nothing quite like the help
and support of a McGrath Breast Care Nurse.
As a Nurse for the Bankstown South-Western Sydney area, Sam’s role is fully funded by Compass
Pools Australia. Whether it is helping patients understand complex medical jargon, general nursing
assistance or simply being someone to lean on for a little added support; Sam is there to provide

supporting

care to patients and their families when they need it most.
McGrath Breast Care Nurses set the standard of care for breast cancer patients in Australia.

with every pool sold

Thanks in part to their efforts, Australia provides one of the best care regimes that the
world has to offer.
To be able to offer this essential service, The McGrath Foundation need highly trained
and experienced nurses like Sam, as well as the right infrastructure to help them get out
into the community. In short, it costs around $140,000 to fund a McGrath Breast Care Nurse
each year. The fact that we can fund Sam’s work fills us all with pride.
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Personalise

Designer OPTIONS

ADD YOUR PERSONAL TOUCH
Personalise your pool to suit your lifestyle
Although Compass pools are factory moulded to an existing

One of our proudest achievements is the invention of Maxi

shape range, there is still plenty of potential to customise your

Rib technology over 20 years ago, which allows us to install

pool and express your own design flare. Compass Pool dealers

pools completely above-ground. This means that we can put

all over Australia and New Zealand are continuing to push the

Compass pools on difficult sites that would usually be limited

boundaries with custom innovations from sunpods to waders

to concrete installations. If you live on a sloping site, hillside or

and spas, vanishing or acrylic edges and even beach zones.

even want your pool on a rooftop, talk to your local Compass

Our unique ‘Ceramic Core technology’ enhances the strength

Pools dealer today.

of our pool shells and enables us to do things that cannot be
done with traditional fibreglass pools. Combine this with our
propensity for innovation and almost anything is possible.

Check with your local authorised Compass Pools dealer as these options may
not be available in all areas due to transport or installation limitations.

MAXI RIBSTM
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SPAS & WADERS

VANISHING EDGES

MODEL

LENGTH

WIDTH

DEPTH

1.9 Beach Zone

1.9m

1.2m - 2.0m

40cm

2.7 Beach Zone

2.7m

1.2m - 2.8m

40cm

3.4 Beach Zone

3.4m

1.2m - 1.5m

40cm

4.2 Beach Zone

4.2m

1.2m - 1.5m

40cm

6.2 Beach Zone

6.2m

1.2m - 1.5m

40cm

4.2 Grand Entry Bench
(extendable)

4.2m

1.4m - 4.0m

50cm

4.2 Beach Zone
(extendable)

4.2m

1.4m - 4.0m

50cm

Minimum and maximum width dimensions may vary from above, depending on
connection design. Check with your authorised Compass Pools Dealer for details.

Personalise your pool by selecting one of our Beach Zone or Grand
Entry Benches – perfect for family play areas and unique design scape.
Beach Zones are available in varying lengths and can be placed in
various selected areas of your pool. The Grand Entry Bench is 4.2m in
length and can also be placed in various selected areas of your pool.
SUNPODS

ACRYLIC PANEL

BEACH ZONES
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Protection

BETTER PROTECTION
FROM THE ELEMENTS
Introducing our revolutionary
HYDROPROTM protection system

5 times greater FLOW
WITH HYDROPRO

Our patented and exclusive hydrostatic valve has been developed to dramatically reduce
rising ground water pressure at rates that are five times greater than industry standard valves
used in fibreglass pools.
The Compass Research and Development team has spent three years testing and perfecting
a patented hydrostatic valve that is very sensitive and has such high flow rates, that we can

Industry standard valve

now offer a unique hydrostatic damage warranty with our exclusive HydroPro valve.
In what we believe is a world-first, we are now able to offer a lifetime warranty against damage
caused by hydrostatic pressure - which is nearly always excluded from home insurance
policies and manufacturers’ warranties.

Compass Pools can now offer you even
better protection with our exclusive
hydrostatic warranty
One of the potential risks of owning any swimming pool is the possibility of damage due to
a hydrostatic event. Essentially, ‘hydrostatic damage’ can occur when the water level in the
ground rises higher than the water level in your pool. When this happens, your pool (fibreglass
or concrete) will naturally want to lift or float… a bit like a boat. As the ground water subsides
again, and the pressure on your pool reduces, it can result in significant structural damage to
your pool (fibreglass or concrete).
With the increasing regularity of extreme weather events and intense rainfall, we wanted
to eliminate this risk for all Compass Pool customers. The key to preventing damage from
occurring is to quickly release growing ground water pressure before it’s too late.
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Compass exclusive
Hydropro Valve
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Guarantee

The Compass CERAMIC CORE
CREATES a STRONGER pool

THE BENEFITS OF CERAMIC CORE TECHNOLOGY
In the early 90s, we changed the face of the swimming pool industry

X Greater resistance to ground movement

by introducing ceramic core technology. Our unique Ceramic Core

X Protection against osmotic blistering

enabled us to offer a pool with unrivalled strength that could be

X Increased panel stiffness for added strength

backed by a lifetime structural warranty.

X Well-suited to reactive soil conditions
X Enables a greater level of flexibility for
design customisations
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▲ The internal ceramic core
gives every Compass Pool
added strength and durability.

GET COMPLETE PEACE OF MIND

WITH THE COMPASS TRIPLE GUARANTEE
Enhanced cosmetic
protection with our
ArmourShieldtm technology

Superior structural performance
with our Ceramic Coretm technology

X Maximum protection against chemical breakdown

X Improved chemical resistance offers greater
structural integrity over time

and UV damage

X Increased panel stiffness, whilst maintaining the

X With an additional layer of vinyl ester resin, your

enhanced ability of a fibreglass composite pool to

Bi-luminite pool surface will maintain its stunning

cope with seasonal ground movement

good looks for longer
X ArmourShield is standard in all Bi-luminite pools and
is backed by a 10 year cosmetic warranty including
protection against cosmetic osmosis damage

X Lifetime structural warranty including protection
against structural osmosis damage (transferable to
subsequent owners for the balance of 25 years)

Comprehensive hydrostatic
protection with our
HydroProtm system
X The only fibreglass pool manufacturer to provide
comprehensive hydrostatic warranty protection
X Warranty protection against damage which is
often excluded from home insurance policies
X Further protection with the Compass dealer
$20m liability insurance policy
THE COMPASS TRIPLE GUARANTEE
Lifetime structural
warranty

10 year enhanced
cosmetic warranty

EXCLUS

IVE

Lifetime warranty against
hydrostatic damage

All three warranties are transferable to new owners. Conditions apply.
Terms and conditions apply. Vivid ceramic pools have different warranty terms.
Refer to the Compass Pools Australia manufacturer’s warranty for full details.
Refer to the product disclosure statement for Compass dealer liability insurance
policy details.
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Your local
Compass dealer

supporting

with every pool sold

CALL 1300 667 445
© Compass Pools Australia, August 2021

www.compasspools.com.au

